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REPORT ON MAGNETOMETER SURVEY AND 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTERPRETATION, 
TUDOR TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO - SEPTEMBER 
AND OCTOBER, 1957.

INTRODUCTION

After a preliminary inspection of the claim area, Mr. L. 

J. D'Aigle, Company Geologist, recommended that a magnetometer survey 

be undertaken in the area of mineral showings to assist in the 

elucidation of geological relations.

About three-quarters of the survey was made by ne in September, 

and the remainder of the stations were read by the Musselwhite brothers, 

prospectors, early in October.

The magnetic anomaly map and the geological map, the latter 

being partially based on his interpretations of the former, were prepared 

and submitted to Mr. G. M. Radisics, together with report, by Mr. D'Aigle.

METHOD

Control; A 6,000 foot base line, running northeast, was cut, 

and cross-lines, averaging 4,000 feet in length, were cut at 200 foot 

intervals, out to 2,000 feet in either direction along the base line from 

a BASE POINT on the base line some 500 feet west of the more important 

mineral showings.

The direction northeast along the base line from the BASE POINT 

was designated "east" and the section lines were said to run "north" and 

"south" (actually northwest and southeast respectively), for convenience 

in recording the field data.
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Stations were picketed at 100 foot intervals; a linen tape 

was used as a chain. The instrument was set up between one and two 

feet north of station pickets*

Instrument; A Sharpe A-2 (Schmidt-type), magnetometer was 

used. This instrument has a built-in compass, thus permitting one man 

operation.

The calibration, 19.8 gammas per division, was determined by 

the owners on the first day that the instrument was rented to the Company, 

and this value was used throughout the survey.

Calculations;

Field Strength Level; An arbitrary level of 34 scale divisions, 

without auxiliary magnets, equivalent to 673 gammas, was selected as the 

standard value for the vertical field at the BASE POINT. This was the 

selected level for calculation of diurnal variation on the first day of 

the survey, and was the reference level for calculating and recording 

field observations. A thousand gammas was later added to all values for 

the purposes of constructing the magnetic anomaly map.

Diurnal curves were drawn daily on the basis of readings taken 

periodically at the BASE POINT or at stations on the base line, the re 

lative values of which were determined in a preliminary survey* An 

arbitrary datum level was taken from the curve and all readings for the 

day were corrected to this level by means of the curve, in the normal 

manner.

Day-to-day corrections were made by subtracting the BASE POINT 

datum level (34 scale divisions) from the diurnal level (in scale divisions) 

for the day, and subtracting this difference, algebraically, from the station 

readings (already corrected for diurnal variation). These "day-to-day" 

corrections amounted to as much as 5*0 divisions (100 gammas).



OBSERVATIONS ON THE INTERPRETATION

Magnetic Anomaly Map

The map submitted is on a scale of one inch to 200 feet*

The variations in the vertical magnetic field range from 

"minus" 2,000 to "plus" 5,000 approximately, a total of 7,000 gammas 

or so.

The method of contouring was somewhat irregular, as inter 

vals of 1000 gammas only were contoured in some areas, whereas 

intervals of 100 gammas were traced, over other ranges in part, 

elsewhere. This tends to give a misleading impression of the re 

lative magnetic gradients in different sections, unless a particularly 

careful scrutiny is made. Uniform contouring at, say, 200 gamma inter 

vals would have been preferable.

Two general "plateau" levels may be recognized, one at about 

plus 2 - 3,000 gammas, and the other at about plus 700 - 1,000 gammas.

Although no dominating trend is revealed by the magnetic con 

tours, a major north-oast tendency is apparent, and a rather vague minor 

east-west strike may also be discerned. The aerial magnetic map of the 

area shows a predominant north-east strike.

No marked lineament, such as would be given by a fault, is 

evident.

GEOLOGICAL MAP

This map is also on a scale of one inch to 200 feet. The rocks 

within the map area are highly diversified and include acidic to ultra- 

basics, apparently intrusive but many quite likely of metamorphic or 

hybrid origin, amphibolites, meta-sediments of various compositions, 

and greenstones.



Some of these bodies, particularly in the more basic range, 

may be relatively small, or highly complex and irregular. They pro 

bably vary considerably in concentration of magnetically susceptible 

minerals and give rise to an unusually involved magnetic field pattern, 

with local intense "highs" and "lows" and steep gradients which would 

only be revealed by taking readings, in some localities, at very close 

intervals (say 10 feet). For these reasons, the correlation of certain 

anomaly levels with certain rock types, except in a very broad way, 

cannot be wholly Justified* Undoubtedly, detailed surveys in particular 

localities would define contacts very sharply*

The relatively large positive anomaly, striking north-east, 

immediately east of the BASE POINT corresponds broadly to a comparatively 

well exposed serpentinized pyroxenite ("peridotite"), specimens of which 

are highly magnetic. There is a transition eastwards, passing over the 

more important mineral showings, towards less basic and less magnetic 

rocks. Metasedimentary schists are shown to outcrop in this area.

The south part of the area displays, magnetically, a more 

regular and recognizable form, and may be underlain by a comparatively 

large intermediate intrusion with moderate magnetic susceptibility. A 

small "high",striking NNE, may be a remnant of hybridized sediments, or 

a basic phase of the intrusion.

Numerous outcrops are plotted in the west of the area and appear 

to correspond, broadly, to the type of interpretation made in the fore 

going paragraphs.

The magnetic "high" in the central northwest has few or no 

outcrops, and can only be assumed to be of a basic character, with a 

vaguely definable form.
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The sinuous "peridotite" outcrop shown in the north seems
j

geologically unlikely. It is nore probably an irregularly aetasomatized
i

zone along the contact with the "granite". The latter, markedly leuco 

cratic, corresponds to a low or negative anomaly.

CONCLUSION 

i The area is shown, by the aerial magnetometer survey, to have

a north-east strike, which corresponds to the regional strike. 

j The ground survey, when correlated with geological observation,

appears to indicate that the strike of the sediments (and greenstones?)

has been largely obliterated by phases of acid and intermediate intrusion

which have produced, by metasomatic processes acting on the more cal-
i

careous sediments, amphibolitic and gabbroic type rocks, a process which
i i
\ has been recognized elsewhere in nearby townships* However, the more

l basic rocks may have been actual intrusions themselves, carrying some ore
i
j with them, in which case their contacts should be more sharply definable
l

than they appear to be.

i There is no magnetic evidence of faulting.
i
j Magnetic profiles frequently give good indications of the ,
i

direction of plunge or dip of an intrusive, but this method does not

seem applicable here; a "break" between the "basic intrusives" is in-
j

dicated by the trend of the magnetic contours above and below the east 

half of the base line. There is only a broad magnetic guide to minera- 

1 lization, which lies in a minor "trough" in the "high" to the east of the 

BASE POINT.



The NNE trend of the mineralization, following fairly 

closely the original sedimentary strike, suggests that a favourable 

horizon in the sediments exerted a localizing control on ore occur 

rence. An anticlinal axis with this trend, in this locality, is 

indicated on the map* Hence an anticlinal structure and contact 

relations may have been more important controls*

Slade E. Brett

SEB:vk
December 16th, 1957,
Toronto, Ontario.
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SUMMARY REPORT - PORTION Of TUDOR TOWNSHIP 
CLAIM HOLDINGS, TRIANA EXPLORATION LIMITED

IT

On the Triana property chalcopyrite and (niokeliferous) 

pyrrhotite) occur in a disseminated fora, associated with a sequence 

of ultrabasic rocks, namely, pyroxenite hornblendite, peridotite and 

a strongly magnetic rock (Magnetic pyroxenite). Like the peridotite, 

the Magnetic rock contains appreciable Magnetite and Magnetometer work 

has indicated that it appears structurally to be intimately associated 

with the peridotite. More commonly the mineralleation occurs in the 

pyroxene rich rooks in or near the magnetic horicons - considerable 

more petrographic work will be necessary before this lithologic asso 

ciation can be definitely established.

Obviously, the mineral occurrences in the east central part 

of the map area are in some way structurally related. If they are 

magmatic segregations as potrologleal associations with an ultrabasic 

sequence of rocks would suggest, it must be considered coincidental 

that they are at the same time related to an anticlinal structure such 

as may be inferred from the present mapping. It might be more reason 

able to assume that the deposits are the result of certain contact 

metamorphic processes since they occur in proximity to a granite contact 

along which there is strong evidence of drag folding within the metamor 

phosed (sediments) and basic intrusive complex.

As of yet, several unsolved and bewildering problems are still 

presented with respect to the origin of certain rock types and their

L..,



genetic relationship with the Mineralication. Coaaidarabla More 

detailed napping and thin section examination of rook apeoinana will 

be naoaaaary before these problems can be solved.

The occurrences of disseminated aulphidaa in the font of 

chalcopyrite and (nickeliferous pyrrhotite) in a Magnetic horlcon in 

ultrabasic rocks and their apparent atructural relationship to an 

anticlinal sector of a drag fold are nevertheless factora which enhance 

the economic possibilities and point to the advisability of continuing 

Investigat ions.

INTRODUCTION

This report and accompanying amp relate to a geological and 

magnetometer investigation of a small portion of Triana'a claim holdings 

in Tudor and Grimsthorpe Townships of Southeastern Ontario where a number 

of significant copper nickel diacoveriea ware made by tha Company*a pros 

pectors, Alan and Harold Musselwhite during the 1057 field aeaaon.

A small area comprising aeveral of theae earlier diacoveriea 

was briefly and aketchily mapped by the writer who propoaed at that time 

that further investigations be conducted by the prospectors.

Subsequent prospecting efforts which included etripping, trench- 

Ing and drilling (packsaok drill) lad to the uncovering of additional 

occurrences, the majority of which ara diaparaad within a small area 

south of the base line on claims E.O. 84502 and E.G. 24504.

LOCATION AMP ACCESSIBILITY

The Triana group of thirty-two (32) claims ara located in 

Tudor and Grimsthorpe Townships of Southeastern Ontario and ara readily
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accessible by road from Bannockburn which is the closest tom to the

property. Twenty eight of the claims are located in Tudor Township and 

the remainder in Grimsthorpe Township.

The property is approximately five miles north-northeast of 

Bannockburn, which is situated on Highway 62 north of Madoc.

An old bush road which originally gave access to the Craig Mine 

joins with Highway 62 approximately three-quarters of a mile north of 

Bannockburn*

The Hydro Electric Transmission Line passes within three and 

one-half miles of the property.

The Canadian national Railway line near Highway 62 i* about 

three miles distant from the property.

C1AIMS

The Triaaa claim holdings in Tudor and Orimsthorpe Townships, 

which comprise a total of thirty-two (32) claims, are as followst 
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grimsthorpe Township;

B.O. 25289 Northwest Quarter 33/4
E.O. 25290 Southwest Quarter 33/4
E.O. 25291 Northwest Quarter 33/5
E.O. 25292 Southwest Quarter 33/5

The above thirty-two (32) lota or clala* comprise a total of 

approximately 1600 acres* Tills area includes those claim holdings on 

which the old Craig Mine is located.

TOPOGRAPHY

The area in general is one of Moderate to low relief with 

elevation barely exceeding 1,000 feet above sea level.

Although outcrops are fairly frequent in the Northwestern and 

Northeastern portions of the Mapped area, the larger part of the claims 

are obscured by overburden.

The greater portion of the two centrally located claims, S.O. 

24512 and E.O. 24504 are occupied by low, flat, heavily wooded terrain 

which remains swampy and wet until late summer. Until Mid-season, 

drainage from the area must be fairly rapid as is also evidenced by the 

dried up stream bed which runs parallel to the bush road over a short 

distance near the Northwest corner of claim B.O. 24512.

Altimeter readings were taken along all section lines at 

stations which were marked off at 100 foot intervals. This data made 

it possible to contour the accompanying geological plan at 10 foot inter 

vals. Some obvious structural relationships with the topography became 

at once apparent.

It is interesting to note from the contoured sheet that the 

structure of the underlying formation is reflected in the relief of the
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area. In the aouthwest corner of clain B.O. 24510 on 18 * 00 B the 

assumed anticlinal axia paaaea through a point of higheat elevation 

in the Mapped area. Another point of higher elevation apparently 

the result of drag folding ia located around the apex of a fold near 

4*OONon6*OOE.

Stellar relationships are obvious at aeveral other localities 

within the area.

GEOLOGY

Tudor and Grimsthorpe Townahipa ia which the Triaaa property 

la located have been geologically napped by J. B. Thomson of the Ontario 

Department of Mines. Thomson's report, which constitutea the Fifty- 

Second Annual Report of that Department, ia entitled "Mineral Occurrencea 

in the North Baatinga Area" - Volume Lil, Part III, 1943.

Geological reports of the general area by V. D* Meen and 1. D. 

Harding were alao consulted, particularly those aectiona of their re 

ports describing the geology of Grimsthorpe Township in which four of 

the Triana claims are located.

The writer ia very much indebted to S. B. Brett, who ia pre 

sently engaged in postgraduate work at the University of Toronto, for 

his thin section work describing a number of rock specimens which were 

obtained from the property. Mr* Brett*a thin aeotion descriptions of 

various rock specimens is attached aa a supplemental part of the report. 

Mr, Brett alao conducted the magnetometer survey of the property.

With respect to the mapping of this area, considerable diffi 

culties were presented as a reault of the strongly weathered characteristics



ox ibe rock* and tbe very small and iaolated nature of outcrop*. 

Witbin tbe drag folded sector in proximity to tbe granite contact 

tbere are relatively few rock exposure* and tboae which are present 

exhibit varying degrees of metamorphism.

An extensive mantle of drift obscures important contact 

features and other structural relationships nearly everywhere* For 

this reason the geological contact and structural features as shown 

on the accoapanying geological plan are largely the result of infer 

ences based on the writer's interpretation of the sjagnetoaeter data*

A large part of the map area is underlain by Pre-Cambrlan 

gabbro and (diorite). The gabbro exhibits varying degrees of altera 

tion and weathering froa place to place and texturally show* a gradation 

in grain sice froa aedlua to very coarse. The coarse variety which 

outcrops aainly in the north and northeastern part of the aap area 

doe* not appear to weather so readily and, therefore, aay contain 

less ferroaagneslua ainerals than the finer grained variety* The 

aedlua grained gabbro characteristically shows a rusty pitted weather 

ing as a result of the decomposition of soae of the ferroaagnesiua 

components, possibly pyroxene but more likely hornblende. This 

weathered feature usually readily distinguishes this intrusive froa 

the diorite which it superficially resembles, particularly in the 

finer grained facies.

JUst south of the base line at 10 * 00 W and extending south 

westerly in a narrow band of small isolated exposure* which have ten 

tatively been classified as diorites. A thin section examination 

revealed that the rock contains hornblendes, plagioclase and a little



pyroxene and biotite. Magnetite and apatite are present a* acoeeeory 

Minerals. Tbe formation aleo outcrop* over a avail area south of 

6 + OOfionaO + OOE.

A small area in tbe northeast oorner of the amp aheet ie 

underlain by granite. This granite outcrop* in several other locali 

ties within the amp area but does not display any contacts with adjacent 

fcreations as these are everywhere drift covered,

A number of isolated exposures of a very fine grained basic 

intrusive rock were observed and napped as diabases in the field. A 

thin section analysis of one particular speoiaen which visually very 

nearly resembles this so called diabase reveals that the rock might 

best be termed a fine grained diorite. On the attached geological plan 

the term diabase has still been employed.

Borne parts of the east central part of the map area are under 

lain by carbonates and talc schists which tentatively are believed to 

have been derived from sediments. These members are apparently inti 

mately nixed with tbe gabbroic rocks and metamorphosed ultra basic types, 

namely, peridotite, hornblendite and pyroxenite.

To the north of the bass line on 4" * 00 B the schists strike 

northeast and dip approximately 70* to the northwest. To the south of 

the base line near 6 + OOSon 12 + 00* they also strike northeasterly 

but dip about 80" to the* southeast. Obviously, if the schistosity 

parallels the original bedding, as is believed, aa anticlinal structure 

is indicated. Further detailed mapping and petrographic analysis of 

specimens is necessary before the origin of these schists can be de 

finitely ascertained.
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Peridotite which display* a distinctive brick-lIke weathering 

and is strongly Magnetic outcrops on the base line around 12 -f 00 l and 

at several other localities within the nap area. A thin section of this 

rock was made and is adequately described in the supplement to this 

report *

The magnetometer work and field observations reveal that the 

peridotite is closely associated with an altered pyroxene rook which 

also contains abundant Magnetite and in which the pyroxene has been 

largely altered to fibrous tremolite - actinolite* The rock Might be 

termed "magnetic pyroxenite" but because of these alterations and for 

other reasons, will be simply referred to as "magnetic rock".. A sample 

of this material ran 11.659 in iron.

Magnetometer work suggests that in the central and western 

part of the area the peridotite (if present) and the magnetic rock are 

irregularly dispersed throughout the gabbro mass. This fact would in 

dicate that these ultrabasic rooks are present in this particular sector 

anyway, as small segregations within the gabbroic formation.

In the eastern part of the map area where the magnetic rook 

and peridotite are associated with carbonate and talcose schists they 

are obviously present in larger masses and have a more persistent strike 

length. These rocks constitute the magnetic horisoa the attitude of 

which has been broadly delineated on the accompanying geological plan 

largely as the result of the magnetometer work. Intense drag folding 

in this sector is generally indicated.
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CONCLUSIONS AND

Extensive drift cover limit B geological oteervatioM within 

the nap area particularly with respect to contact relationships. For 

this reason the genetic origin and structural relationships between 

various rock types remains for the present very much in doubt.

Reference to some of the problems presented and some perti 

nent facts relating to certain aspects of the geology of the general 

area are given in the attached supplement.

The writer believes that more information could be gained 

respecting the structure of the eastern part of the area, namely, 

that sector lying between 10 -f 00 H and 16 * 00 8 and between 80 * 00 B 

and 2 * 00 E, if this area was remapped in greater detail and with more 

meticulous care.

Some additional geophysical work employing electro-magnetic 

methods may be useful in testing limited areas - obvious limitation 

on the interpretation of results are imposed by the disseminated nature 

of the deposits*

A summarised account of the conclusions reached by the writer 

on this property is given at the beginning of this report.

f
LJD:vk
November 7th, 1957,
Toronto, Ontario.
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SPECIMENS, WITH THIN SECTIONS, FROM 
TUDOR TOWNSHIP - MADOC, ONTARIO.

1. Drill core - "ore"

Section

Coarse gabbro with approximately ftft disseminated 
sulphide*

Augite. Abundant subhedral plates, pale pinkiah- 
brown. Altering to hornblende and to chlorite. 
Soae nay be diallage.

Hornblende. Largely aa alteration product from 
augite; irregular, brownish crystals. A few with 
well developed cleavage and font may be original. 
Soae rare fibrous occurrences nay be tremolite.

Chlorite. Abundant, replacing ferroaagnesiiim 
 inerals.

Feldspar. Relatively scarce and highly altered.

Apatite. Quite large subhedral crystals, with un 
usually well developed curved cross-fractures.

Sulphides. Relatively large irregular grains, appro- 
ximately~25 - 30ft chalcopyrite) the reminder 
pyrrhotite?

Calcite. Stringer of coarse secondary calcite crystals, 

An altered and mineralised metagabbro.

2. Specimen 

Slide

Darkish grey fine-grained rock. 

Fine-grained equigranular texture.

Hornblende. Abundant as irregular and rounded grains, 
a few prismatic, green, altered to a greater or lesser 
extent to chlorite, and giving a somewhat fibrous 
appearance.

Plagioclase, very abundant as granules and subhedral 
crystals, fresh and showing lamellar twinning. Probably 
andesine in composition.

Sulphide* Abundant widely disseminated grains of sul 
phide (pyrrhotite?) make up to about 10ft of the rook. 
(Suggest test for nickel)

Probably a .t altered diorite.
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3 * Specimen Largely a coarse hornblende rook separated from
a minor fine-grained dark grey portion by thin 
veins, l to 2 mm thick, of a brown mineral.

Slide Coarse Section, Large crystals of green hornblende, 
and some tremolite, but little or no plagioclase or 
carbonate. Extremely abundant minute rounded and 
elongate grains, dark brown, nearly opaque, are 
widely distributed in the hornblende. These were 
not Identified, owing to their minute slee. Some 
have a suggestion of geniculate or cubic twinning. 
They may be rutile, spinel (picotite), or perovskite.

Fine-grained Section. Extremely fine-grained equi 
granular.

Hornblende. Abundant, sub-rounded flakes. Pleochroic, green.

Tremolite. As numerous irregular grains and also as 
larger prismatic (not fibrous) crystals filling fissures 
against the coarse section.

Plagioclase. Slightly smaller than the amphibole*, and 
interstitial to them. Probably ollgoclase-andesine.

Carbonate. A mineral with fairly high refractive Index 
and very high be-refringenoe. Uniaxial negative. Colour 
less to slightly opaque, due to impurities. Siderite or 
magnesite*

Accessories. The minute brown mineral, mentioned above 
as occurring in the coarse amphibole*, is also very abun 
dant in the hornblende of the fine-grained phase. Small 
amounts of secondary quart*.

A coarse hornblendite with a dioritio (or amphibolite?) 
fine-grained margin, separated by thin fissures contain 
ing tremolite, due to deuteric processes.

4 * Specimen Medium-grained dark brown rook with a distinctive box- 
weathering.

Slide Uniform medium-grained, con*i*ting largely of olivine 
(or possibly of pyroxene?) altered completely to green 
serpentine which displays a marked fibrous structure 
under crossed nicols, interstitial patches, some large 
and tapering off irregularly between the serpentine, of 
unidentified alteration products from, possibly, clino 
pyroxene. This material contains some calcite and is 
heavily peppered with magnetite. Magnetite is abundant 
in the altered olivine, as thin stringers outlining the 
original form of the crystal, and as cubic coarse masses
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and spongy aggregations. Some alteration to limonite 
and hematite was observed. A minor amount of opaque 
mineral may be sulphide. Mo spinels were observed*

A serpentiaiced pyroxene-peridotite.

5* Specimen 

Slide

6. Specimen 

Slide

Moderately coarse, equigranular medium grey igneous rook.

Medium, coarse grained, with an intersertal and sub 
ophitic texture of plagioclase laths and coarse horn 
blende.

Hornblende. Irregular anhedral crystals, partly altered 
to biotite, and in part in a state of alteration from 
pyroxene. Pleochroic from green to a distinctive blue- 
green.

Plagioclase. Buhedral crystals and laths, fresh and 
showing excellent albite, carlsbad, and pericline twinning, 
but no Boning. Composition andesine-labradorite.

Pyroxene. A few brownish remnants, almost altered to 
hornblende. A small amount of colourless pigeonite?

Biotite. Occasional brown plates, probably derived 
from hornblende.

Accessories. Apatite* Fragments of largish crystals. 
Magnetite"^   all amount. Trains of the unidentified 
minute brown mineral mentioned in Section S*

Metagabbro?

Fine-grained green fibrous mass, with reflections from 
pseudo-morphs of pyroxene.

Abundant pyroxene, largely altered to masses of fibrous 
tremolite-netinolite, with considerable magnetite. 
Apatite as occasional large crystals*

25. Specimen 

Slide

Dark greenish-grey to black, slightly fibrous in places, 
otherwise black shining hornblende*

Very similar to Mo. 5, but feldspar is nearly absent. 
Apatite and magnetite are more abundant. Some of the 
amphibole is probably tremolite. Contains minor amounts 
or the unidentified mineral mentioned in Mo. 3 and 5.

Hornblendite.
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Hornblendite.

Very coarse equigranular hornblende rook. Occasional 
flakes of biotite mad patches if incipient biotite 
developing in hornblende. Snail quantities of Mgnetite,

Greenish-black nediun (rained anphibole roek with abund 
ant seoondary calcite.

Meditm grained hornblende abundant, won altered to 
chlorite. Feldspars altered to calcite and possibly 
other line Minerals (epidote?), Sone trenolite smy 
be present. Calcite abundant as snaller grains.   
notite fairly abundant, finely disseminated in tbe 
altered anphlboles.

The unidentified accessory Mentioned in other specimens 
may be present, but recognition is confused by a great 
abundance of nimite brown flaky alteration products.

Altered (nets?) diorite.

c
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SUPPLEMENT TO RBPORT ON SPECIMENS FROM TUDOR TOWNSHIP

AMBHCTfWTS

Slide No. 2 The bulk of the opaque Mineral formerly described aa 
pyrrhotite is Magnetite. A few isolated large grain* 
of pyrite are present.

CONCLOSIOKS

The Minerals observed, and their relations, make it difficult 

to categorize the rocks with assurance. While at first sight they appear 

to be igneous rocks, in various stages of alteration or metamorphism, the 

relative proportions and relations of the ferromagnesiums (specially horn 

blende) and the feldspars, the presence or absence of certain accessories, 

and the occurrence of tremolite, present puxcling features.

Very extensive reference was Bade to the literature OB this and 

adjacent areas, and Professors Moorehouse and Peach, and Mr. Oorman, of 

the Department of Geological Sciences (U. of T.) were consulted briefly. 

It became evident that some, or possibly even all, the rocks may have 

been derived originally from the country limestone*

I tentatively suggest that Specimens Hos, l, 2 and 4 are of 

igneous origin (but No. 4 corresponds very closely to a description, by 

Adams and Barlow, p. 212, of a serpentine derived from Limestone), and 

that Specimens 3, fi, 8, 83 and 85 were derived from the country limestone 

by reaction with invading dioritic or granitic rocks. Adams and Barlow 

point out the large amount of iron introduced by such a reaction. It is 

well known that the intrusives of the area are unusually rich in iron, or 

have produced contact metasomatic iron deposits by reaction with limestones,
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The unidentified accessory mineral, specially referred to in 

Specimens 3 and 5, closely resembles the description given by Adams and 

Barlow of small rounded grains of sphene occurring in amphibolite formed 

from limestone. This mineral has yet to be identified by Dr* Peach.

References; F. D. Adams and A. E. Barlow, Geological Survey of 
Canada, Hem. 6, 1910.

James E. Thomson, Mineral Occurrences in the North 
Bastings Area, O.D.M. Ann. Bep. ( Vol. Lil, Pt. 3, 
1943.

O. F. Hewitt, Geology of the Brudenell-Raglan Area, 
O.D.M. Ann. Rep. Vol. LXII, Pt. ft, 1953.

C 
8. E. Brett

October 30th, 1957, 
Toronto, Ontario.



RIPOBT ON MAOKITCMRSR 80BVEY AMD 
OBSERVATIONS OH TIB ZMTEBFKETATIOV, 
TUDOR TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO - BUTKMBIR 
AND OCTOBER, 1957.

INTRODUCTION

After a preliminary inspection of the claim area, Mr. L. 

J. D'Aigle, Company Geologist, recommended that a magnetometer survey 

be undertaken in the area of mineral showing* to assist in the 

elucidation of geological relations.

About three-quarters of the survey was made by me in September, 

and the remainder of the stations were read by the Musselwhite brothers, 

prospectors, early in October.

The magnetic anomaly map and the geological map, the latter 

being partially based on his interpretations of the former, were prepared 

and submitted to Mr. G. IS. Radlsics, together with report, by Mr. D'Aigle.

METHOD

Control; A 6,000 foot base line, running northeast, was cut, 

end cross-lines, averaging 4,000 feet in length, were cut at 200 foot 

intervals, out to 2,000 feet in either direction along the base line from 

a BASE POINT on the base line some 500 feet west of the more important 

mineral showings.

The direction northeast along the base lime from the BA8B POINT 

was designated "east" and the section lines were said to ran "north" and 

"south" (actually northwest and routheast respectively), for convenience 

in recording the field data.



Stations were picketed at 100 foot intervale; a linen tape 

was used as a chain. The instrument was aet up between one and two 

feet north of station pickets.

Instrument; A Sharpe A-2 (Schmldt-type), Magnetometer waa 

used. This instrument has a built-in compass, thus permitting OBA man 

operation.

The calibration, 19.6 gammas per division, was determined by 

the owners on the first day that the instrument was rented to the Company, 

and this value was used throughout the survey.

Calculations;

Field Strength Level; An arbitrary level of 34 scale divisions, 

without auxiliary magnets, equivalent to 673 gammas, was selected as the 

standard value for the vertical field at the BABE POINT. This was the 

selected level for calculation of diurnal variation on the first day of 

the survey, and was the reference level for calculating and recording 

field observations. A thousand gammas was later added to all values for 

the purposes of constructing the magnetic anomaly map.

Diurnal curves were drawn daily on the basis of readings taken 

periodically at the BASE POINT or at stations on the base line, the re 

lative values of which were determined in a preliminary survey. An 

arbitrary datum level was taken from the curve and all readings for the 

day were corrected to this level by means of the curve, in the normal 

manner*

Day-to-day corrections were made by subtracting the BA8B POINT 

datum level (34 scale divisions) from the diurnal level (in scale divisions) 

for the day, and subtracting this difference, algebraically, from the station 

readings (already corrected for diurnal variation)* These "day-to-day" 

corrections amounted to as much as 5*0 divisions (100 gammas)..



OBSERVATION OH THE IKTEEPKBTATIOH

Magnetic Anomaly nap

The Map submitted la on a aoala of one Inch to 200 foat.

The variationa in the vertical magnetic field range fro* 

"Minus" 2,000 to "piua" 9,000 approximately, a total of 7,000 gimmes 

or so*

Tha aethod of contouring wes aomewhat irregular, aa inter 

vals of 1000 gamma* only vara contoured in aom* areas, whereaa 

intervals of 100 gammas were traced, over other raagea in part, 

elsewhere. This tends to give a Misleading iMpreaaion of the re 

lative Magnetic gradients in different sections, unless a particularly 

careful scrutiny is Made. Uniform contouring at, aay, 200 gamma inter 

vals would have been preferable.

Two general "plateau" levels nay be recognUed| one at about 

plus 2 - 3,000 gamvas, and the other at about plus TOO - 1,000 gammas.

Although no dominating trend is revealed by the magnetic con 

tours, a Major north-east tendency is apparent, and a rather vague minor 

east-west strike May also be discerned* The aerial magnetic map of the 

area shows a predominant north-east strike.

Mo Marked lineament, such aa would be given by a fault, ia 

evident.

GEOLOGICAL MAP

This map ia also on a scale of one inch to 900 feet* The rocks 

within the Map area are highly diversified and include acidic to ultra- 

basics, apparently intrusive but many quite likely of metamorphic or 

hybrid origin, amphibolite*, meta-aedimenta of various compositions, 

and greenstones.
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Some of these bodies , particularly in the MOT* basic rang*,

 ay be relatively avail, or highly coMpl*x and irregular. They pro 

bably vary considerably In concentration of Magnetically susceptible 

Minerals and give rise to an unusually involved Magnetic field pattern, 

with local intense "highs" and "lows" and steep gradients which would 

only be revealed by taking readings, in sos* localities, at vary close 

intervals (ssy 10 feet). For these reasons, the correlation of certain 

anomaly levels with certain rock types, except in a very broad way, 

cannot be wholly Justified. Undoubtedly, detailed surveys in particular 

localities would define contacts very sharply,

The relatively large positive anonmiy, striking north-east, 

isMediately east of the MSB POINT corresponds broadly to a comparatively 

well exposed serpentinised pyroxenite ("peridotite"), speciMens of which

 re highly Magnetic* There is a transition eastwards, passing over the 

sore important Mineral showings, towards less basic and less Magnetic 

rockt. HetasediMentary schists are shown to outcrop in this area.

The south part of the area displays. Magnetically, a More 

regtiar and recognisable form, and May be underlain by a ooMparatively

late intermediate intrusion with moderate Magnetic susceptibility. A

sail "high", striking NNI, may be a remnant of hybridised sediments, or

aMsic phase of the intrusion.

Humorous outcrops are plotted in the west of the area and appear

to ̂ respond, broadly, to the type of interpretation Mad* in the for*-

The Magnetic "high" in the central northwest has few or no 

and oan only ^ MmnMX| to be of a basic character, with a 

Sf inable fora.



The sinuous "peridotite" outcrop shown in the north 

geologically unlikely. It is more probably aa irregularly metasomatiaed 

cone along the contact with the "granite". The latter, markedly leuco 

cratic, corresponds to a low or negative anomaly.

CQHCLU8IOH

The area is shown, by the aerial magnetometer survey, to have 

a north-east strike, which corresponds to the regional strike.

The ground survey, when correlated with geological observation, 

appears to indicate that the strike of the sediments (and greenstones?) 

has been largely obliterated by phases of acid and intermediate intrusion 

which htve produced, by metasomatic processes acting on the more cal 

careous sediments, amphibolitic and gabbroic type rocks, a process which 

has bten recognized elsewhere in nearby townships. However, the more 

basic locks may have been actual intrusions themselves, carrying some ore 

with tlem, in which case their contacts should be more sharply definable 

than they appear to be.

There is no magnetic evidence of faulting. 

Magnetic profiles frequently give good indications of the 

direction of plunge or dip of an intrusive, but this method does not 

sem lypiicable here; a "break" between the "basic intrusive*" is in- 

diertedfey the trend of the magnetic contours above and below the east 

hdf of t*, bas* line. There ia only a broad magnetic guide to minera- 

ixatiat, wbv^ lloi in , mlBOr "trough" in the "high" to the east of the

JOINT.
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The NMI trend of the mineralisation, following fairly 

cloeely the original eediswntary strike, suggests that a favourable 

horizon in the sediment* exerted a localicing control on ore ooour- 

renoe. An anticlinal axia with thia tread, in this locality, la 

indicated on the s*p. Benoe an anticlinal vtructure and oontaot 

relations nmy have been More important controls*

- ; ,/, i',
: i /f A-- ^

"

Blade l* Brett

BKBtvk
DeoMaber 16th, 1957,
Toronto, Ontario.
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